Lam Geotechnics Limited

Appendix 3
Register - Legal Requirements

ER No. Requirements 要求
Air Pollution Control
A01
Ordinance
Air Pollution Control
A02
(Fuel Restriction)
Regulation
Air Pollution (Open
A03
Burning) Regulation
A04

A05

A06

A07

A08

A09
A10

A11

A12
A13

Control Measures 控制措施
Maintain exhaust system and handle volatile chemicals
properly
Use only ULSD or restricted fuel for plants with
certificate of compliance issued by competent examiner

SI
X

Plant
X

X

X

Prohibit opening burning for the disposal of construction
waste, tyres; construction site clearance; salvage of
metal all at times
Air Pollution
Cap 311R sched 8
Regulatory Works - Renovation carried out Enclose external scaffolding, skip hoist with dust
(Construction Dust)
on the outer surface of the external wall or
screen, sheeting or netting; damp dusty materials
Regulation
upper surface of the roof of a building
Cap 311R sched 15 General Control - Cement and dry
Cover Impervious sheeting or shelter on top and 3
pulverized fuel ash (PFA)
sides if stocked more than 20 bags; enclose system or
facility during and after the de-bagging
Cap 311R sched 18 Activity Control - Stockpiling of dusty
Cover with impervious sheeting or shelter on top and 3
materials
sides or surface wetted with water or dust suppression
chemicals
Cap 311R sched 19 Activity Control - Loading, unloading or
Wet with water or dust suppression chemicals
transfer of dusty materials
immediately prior to loading, unloading or transfer
operation
Cap 311R sched 21 Activity Control - Use of vehicles
Wash body and wheels to remove dust materials
immediately before leaving the site; cover dusty load
with clean impervious sheeting
Cap 311R sched 23 Activity Control - Debris handling
Cover with impervious sheeting or store in a debris
collection area sheltered on top and 3 sides
Cap 311R sched 24 Activity Control - Excavation or earth moving Wet the surface with water or dust suppression
chemicals immediately prior before, during and after
trial pit excavation
Cap 311R sched 26 Activity Control - Site clearance
Wet the surface with water or dust suppression
chemicals immediately prior before, during and after
operation; cover all demolished items with impervious
sheeting or shelter on top and 3 sides
Cap 311W sched 1, 3 Regulated paints and regulated consumer
Check if regulated paints/regulated consumer products
products
is used and verify against the VOC limits
Air Pollution Control Cap 311Z s5, s15
Control of Regulated Machine Usage and
Use only non-road mobile machinary (NRMM) with valid
(Non-road Mobile
Modification
label approved by EPD; modification of NRMM shall
Machinery) (Emission)
apply to EPD for label to confirm to prescribed emission
Regulation
standard prior to use (Not applicable to machinery
listed in Certificate of Survey/Inspection issued by
Marine Department)

X

X
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Reference 源於
Cap 311 s12
Cap 311I r4

Scope of Application 適用範圍
Prevention of discharge of noxious or
offensive emissions
Any non-gaseous fuel plants

Cap 311O s4

Prohibition of open burning

X

Office
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
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ER No. Requirements 要求
Noise Control
N01
Ordinance

Reference 源於
Cap 400 s5

Scope of Application 適用範圍
Noise at any time

N02

Cap 400 s6

Noise from construction site

Unlawful depositing of waste

D01

Waste Disposal
Ordinance

Cap 354 s16A

D02

Waste Disposal
(Chemical Waste)
Regulation

Cap 354C s3, s6, s7, Registration of Waste Producers
sched 1 Part A
Cap 354C s8, s20,
s21, s22. s23, s28

D03

D04

D05

D06

W01

Cap 354C s9, s10,
s12, s13, s14, s15,
s16, s18, s19, sched
2
Waste Disposal
Cap 354N s5, s9,
(Charges for Disposal sched 1-6
of Construction
Waste) Regulation
Waste Disposal
Cap 354 s16B, s16C
(Amendment)
Ordinance

Water Pollution
Control Ordinance

Cap 358 s8, s12

W02

Cap 358 s9, s12

W03

Cap 358 s19, s22,
s23

V01

Shipping and Port
Control Ordinance
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Cap 313 s46, s47

Disposal of Chemical Waste

Storage of Chemical Waste

Control Measures 控制措施
Prohibit noise from a trade or business causing any
annoyance, including from any air-conditioning or
ventilating system
Prohibit any powered mechanical equipment operating
outside 0700-1900 hours on normal weekdays unless
in compliance with the condition under a valid
construction noise permit
Prohibit dumping of wastes in a public place, on any
government land, or any land other than government
land without the consent of the owner or occupier
Register to EPD prior to generation of chemical waste
in accordance with "A Guide to the Registration of
Chemical Waste Producers "
Engage licensed waste collector for disposal of
chemical waste in accordance with "A Guide to the
Chemical Waste Control Scheme "
Maintain storage containers and area in accordance
with "Code of Practice on the Packaging, Labelling and
Storage of Chemical Wastes "

Application for billing account for disposal of Apply to EPD to establish a billing account for disposal
construction waste
of construction waste; Apply a contract account for
main contract with value of $1M or above within 21
days on or after the commencement after being
Permission for depositing construction
If works require deposition/disposal of construction
waste on private lot and Director’s
waste on a private lot, confirm the display of Form EPDacknowledgement
238 acknowledged by EPD on the disposition/disposal
activity and verify the information is correct upon
disposition/disposal
Prohibited discharges and deposits into
Prohibit discharge or deposits unless they are
waters of Hong Kong and inlands waters
connected to communal sewers and communal drains
or unpolluted or to avoid danger to life or property in an
Prohibited discharges and deposits into
Prohibit discharge or deposits unless they are free from
communal sewers and communal drains
residue or unpolluted or to avoid danger to life or
property in an emergency
Licensing of discharges and deposits
Apply to EPD for license prior to discharge or deposits
in accordance with "A Guide to the Water Pollution
Control Ordinance "; ensure discharge or deposits in
accordance with the conditions of the approved license
Discharge of oil into the waters of Hong
Take reasonable steps to preventing, or (if it could not
Kong
be prevented) for stopping or reducing, the escape of
the oil or mixture containing oil for marine operations

SI
X

Plant
X

Office
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ER No. Requirements 要求
Shipping and Port
V02
Control Ordinance
V03

V04

V05

M01
M02

M03

M04

M05

OZ01
H01

EP01

Reference 源於
Cap 313 s50

Merchant Shipping
Cap 413A s11, s12
(Prevention of Oil
Pollution) Regulations
Merchant Shipping
Cap 413O s4
(Prevention of
Pollution by Garbage)
Cap 413O s10, s11

Scope of Application 適用範圍
Emission of dark smoke from vessels

Control of discharge of oil

Prohibitions on Discharge of Garbage from
Ships and Fixed or Floating Platforms

SI
X

Discharge of garbage from any marine vessel, fixed or
floating platform into the sea is prohibited

X

Any marine vessel, fixed or floating platform must have
on board a Garbage Management Plan and a Garbage
Record Book and the persons on board must
implement the Plan; every discharge of garbage must
be recorded in Garbage Record Book and signed by
the person in charge and each completed page must
be signed by the master of the ship or the platform
Dumping at Sea
Cap 466 s8
Requirement to have permit for dumping at Apply to EPD for dumping permit for non-exempted
Ordinance
sea
marine operation
Dumping at Sea
Cap 466B s3, sched 1 General exemption - sewage originated from Use EPD approved oil dispersant or similar substances
(Exemption) Order
vessel or marine structure, oil dispersant
to treat oil at sea
approved by EPD
Cap 466B s4
Other exemption - deposit of any waste or
Prohibit marine operation outside this exemption
other matter directly arising from, or related
to the exploration, exploitation and
associated off-shore processing of sea-bed
materials
Marine Parks and
Cap 476A s3
Prohibition of fishing, hunting and collecting Prohibit collection of marine species in marine parks
Marine Reservation
animals and plants
and marine reserves areas specified in Marine Parks
Regulation
(Designation) Order and Marine Reserve (Designation)
Order
Cap 476A s16
Prohibition or restriction of entry into or
Avoid entry or movement within marine parks and
movement within marine parks and marine marine reserves areas under prohibition or restriction
reserves
Ozone Layer
Cap 403 s3, 4, sched Restriction of scheduled substances in
Assess supply chain and subletting to prohibit use of
Protection Ordinance
product and/or services
scheduled substances
Public Health and
Cap 132 s27
Control of water likely to contain larvae or
Remove and prevent any accumulation of water,
Municipal Services
pupae of mosquitoes
whether waste or otherwise, likely to contain larvae or
Ordinance
pupae of mosquitoes
Environmental Impact Cap 499 sched 4
Matters specified in the Environmental
Observe EP condition(s) applicable to ground
Assessment
Permit (EP)
investigation or environmental monitoring and audit
Ordinance
works
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Maintain Garbage Management Plans and
Garbage Record Books

Control Measures 控制措施
No marine vessel in the waters of Hong Kong shall emit
dark smoke for 3 minutes or more continuously at any
one time
Any marine vessel shall not discharge oil or oily mixture
into any part of the sea

Plant

Office

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

